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End-tethered polymer chains usually adopt mushroomlike structures on the surface when their density is low. The
behaviors of these surface-attached hemicoils are described by existing polymer theory. Dolan and Edwards derived
the free energy of a single polymer chain confined between two planar surfaces. Their theory was used to approximate
the steric interaction free energy,E, of two identical surfaces bearing polymers in the mushroom regime and to compare
with experimental data obtained from surface force measurements. However, because of a mislabeled plot in the
original paper, experimental force profiles did not seem to fit the free energy approximation satisfactorily. We have
correctly relabeled the involved plot and derived a new simple expression forE. In order to verify this expression,
we have performed experiments on PEG45 polymers incorporated in lipid bilayers using a surface force apparatus.
The measured force profiles are in perfect agreement with the prediction. We show that such measurements can be
used to determine the local density of grafted polymer with good precision.

Introduction

Recent years have seen significant advances in the under-
standing of organized polymer thin films,1-12 with growing
interest in areas such as colloidal stabilization, molecular
electronics, drug delivery, and cosmetics. Most of these ap-
plications are related to the configurations of the tethered polymer
chains and their interactions with their environments. In view of
these applications, it is useful to predict the behavior of surface-
bearing polymer chains on the basis of the current polymer theory.

When polymer chains are adsorbed or grafted to a surface,
depending on the density, they are considered either in mushroom

or brush configurations. If polymer chains are grafted to a surface
at high density and neighboring chains are close enough to overlap
with each other, the resulting layer adopts the “brush” structure.
This regime exists when the surface density of anchored polymer
chains,Γ, is larger than 1/RF

2, whereRF is the Flory radius of the
polymer chain.13 In the brush regime, the thickness of the brush
layer,H, is larger than the distance between neighboring polymer
chains. The free energy of the brush per unit area has been derived
by Alexander and de Gennes.13-16 For a separation distance,d,
less than twice the brush thickness, the free energy per unit area
is given by

wherek is the Boltzmann constant,T is the temperature, andâ
is a numerical factor, independent ofΓ andH. This free energy
equation of polymer brushes has been experimentally verified
by the studies of several groups.4,17

In contrast, the polymer mushroom model describes the
structure of polymer chains that are grafted to a surface at relatively
low surface density, such that the neighboring chains do not
overlap each other laterally. This regime exists whenΓ is smaller
than 1/RF

2. The free energy of the polymer chain in the mushroom
regime was derived by Dolan and Edwards.18 Figure 1 of ref 18
gives the free energy of a single polymer chain confined between
two planar surfaces at separationd. It has previously been
approximated by an exponential repulsive potential:4,19,20
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whereRg is the radius of gyration of the polymer and is related
to the Flory radius byRF

2 ) 6Rg
2. Equation 2 has been widely used

to fit experimental data.4,17,19 The Rg values (which equal the
decay length in eq 2) deduced from these experiments are not
perfectly satisfactory. Reconsidering the original paper of Dolan
and Edwards, we have realized that thex axis of the original
figure was mislabeled and, thus, that eq 2 is inaccurate. We have
corrected this mistake and proposed a new expression for the
free energy of a single confined end-grafted chain, which has
been tested experimentally in this study.

Theoretical Considerations.Equations 8 and 13 of ref 18
describe the free energy of a polymer chain between two planar
surfaces at large separation (d > RF) and small separation (d <

RF), respectively (please note the error of signs in eqs 12 and 13
of ref 18). They can be written

wherel is the length of a monomer andL is the contour length
of the polymer chain.

PlottingEchain versusd with the same units as in Figure 1 of
ref 18, we obtain Figure 1B, which is quite different from the
original graph in Dolan and Edwards’ paper (reproduced here
as Figure 1A). Multiplying thex-axis unit byx3, the resulting
graph (Figure 1C) is identical to the original plot of ref 18, which
demonstrates that the label of thex axis in Figure 1 of Dolan and
Edwards’ paper18was mislabeled and should have been multiplied
by x3.

One can observe from Figure 1C that these two free energy
curves overlap with each other over a large distance range and
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Figure 1. Free energy of a polymer chain confined in two planar surfaces and tethered by one end, as described in ref 18: (A) a direct
reproduction of Figure 1 in ref 18 without any modification; (B) the correct plot ofE/kT vs d/(lL)1/2 using expressions eqs 3 and 4; (C) by
changing thex axis, a plot ofE/kT vs 31/2d/(lL)1/2 is shown to be identical to Figure 1A, which proves that the original plot in ref 18 was
mislabeled; and (D) an exponentially decaying potential is obtained by fitting the linear (at semilog scale) overlapping region of the two
expressions. In all plots, dotted lines refer to the equation approximating large surface separations and dashed lines refer to the equation
approximating small surface separations. The solid line is the fit using the exponential potential.

Echain(d) ) - kT ln{1 - 2 exp[ - 1
2(3d2

lL )]} (3)

Echain(d) ) kT{ln[( 1
8π)1/2(3d2

lL )1/2] + π2

2 ( lL

3d2)} (4)
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the overlapped part is largely linear in this semilog plot, which
enables us to approximate this distance range with an expo-
nentially decaying profile. Therefore, we obtain a simple
exponential repulsive potential from the fit in Figure 1D:

SincelL ) 6Rg
2, it can be further simplified into

and, as shown in Figure 1D, this approximation is not only good
in the overlap region, but also close to eq 3 at large separation
and eq 4 at small separation. It holds roughly fromd ) Rg to
d ) 5Rg. Note that, as expected, eq 6 is very similar to eq 2
except for a factor ofx3 in the exponent.

The validity of this approximation needs to be proved by
experiments. The straightforward and convincing way is to
compare it with force measurements of polymer mushrooms
tethered to a surface obtained by using the surface force apparatus
(SFA). The SFA technique measures the force between thin films
confined to the surfaces of two crossed-cylindrical lenses as a
function of their separation distance.21The intersurface distance,
d, is measured by multiple beam interferometry.22 The force is
obtained from the deflection of a leaf spring that supports one
of the cylindrical lenses and then normalized by the mean radius
of curvature of the two cylinders, which leads toF(d)/R. Such
normalized force between the two surfaces is related to the
corresponding interaction free energy per unit area,E(d), by the
Derjaguin approximation:23

Equation 6 gives the free energy of one single chain confined
between two surfaces. The SFA measures interaction of two
identical surface-anchoredpolymer layerswhich involvehundreds
of thousands polymer chains. Therefore, the interaction free
energy per unit area,E, strongly depends on the surface density,
Γ.

On the basis of the actual value ofΓ, there are two extreme
cases (Figure 2). The first scenario occurs whenΓ is sufficiently
low. In this case, when the two surfaces are brought toward each
other, the polymer chains anchored on one surface will not have
the chance to meet any chain anchored on the opposite surface.
Instead, they will directly interact with the wall of the other
surface, leading to an interdigitated configuration, which virtually
doubles the surface density of interacting polymer chains.
Therefore, the interaction energy per unit area is given by

Combining eqs 7 and 8 leads to

Similar to eq 6, eqs 8 and 9 hold roughly fromd ) Rg to d )
5Rg.

The second scenario occurs when the surface density of polymer
chains is relatively high (but not high enough to adopt brushlike
configurations). In this case, when the two surfaces are brought
toward each other, the polymer chains anchored on one surface
will not be able to reach the wall of the opposite surface. Instead,
they will interact with polymer chains anchored on the other
surface. In this scenario, we image that there is a midplane between
the two surfaces with equal distance (Figure 2) and that the
polymer chains from each surface will interact with the midplane
only and behave the same way as being confined between the
midplane and its anchoring surface. This assumption is reasonable
because there is only weak interpenetration between well-solvated
polymer chains even at very high compression.24-27 Moreover,
in the distance range we are interested in, the compression is
extremely low, which makes interpenetration less likely.
Therefore, we can write the interaction free energy per unit area
between one surface and the midplane as

The interaction free energy between the midplane and the
opposite surface is the same, so the total free energy per unit area
is

Similarly, using the Derjaguin approximation, this free energy
equation can be related to the force profiles measured by SFA:

Because there are two layers involved in this scenario, the
range of distance for which eqs 11 and 12 hold is twice that of
eq 6, i.e., between 2Rg and 10Rg.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of two identical surface-tethered
polymer mushroom layers approaching each other: (A) when surface
density of polymer is sufficient low, the two layers form interdigitated
mushrooms; and (B) when the density of polymer chains is relatively
high, the two mushroom layers are brought in contact with each
other at the normal direction as the surfaces approach.

Emidplane(d) ) 36ΓkT exp( -
x3d
2Rg
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x3d
2Rg
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x3d
2Rg
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Equations 9 and 12 represent two extreme cases of the
mushroomlike polymer layer. From these two equations, it is
tempting to assume that the force profiles in the mushroom regime
will be an exponential function ofd for anyΓ. This assumption
will be confirmed by experiments presented in this paper. It also
appears that the decay length of the force profiles is not only
determined by the radius of gyration of the polymer but is also
density-dependent, and it ranges fromRg/x3 for low density to
2Rg/x3 for high density. Another feature is that the prefactors
of the two equations are identical, and it seems reasonable to
assume that this prefactor will not vary significantly over the
entire density range of the mushroom regime. Again, this
assumption will be experimentally checked.

The validity of eqs 9 and 12 can be tested by directly comparing
them to measured force profiles on end-tethered polymer chains
in the mushroom regime. Therefore, we deposited lipid bilayers
on the surfaces of mica, incorporated polyethylene glycol (PEG)
chains to the bilayers, and then measured the surface forces
between the PEG chains which were end-tethered at different
surface densities. The data obtained from these experiments will
be used to test eqs 9 and 12.

Experimental Section

Materials. The lipids used in this study, 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DMPE), 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphoethanolamine (DSPE), and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (am-
monium salt) (DSPE-PEG45) were purchased from Avanti Polar
Lipids (Alabaster, AL). DSPE-PEG45 was chosen because it does
not self-segregate when mixed with DSPE.4Potassium chloride (KCl)
was purchased from Fluka BioChemika. All aqueous solutions were
prepared with ultrapure water from an ELGA Maxima water
purification system which had an electrical resistivity of 18.2 MΩ‚
cm.

Deposition of Bilayers.The lipid bilayers were prepared on two
mica surfaces by using the Langmuir-Blodgett deposition method
similar to the protocol which has been previously described4,28with
slight modification. A solution of DMPE was first spread onto a
subphase of degassed water in a homemade Langmuir trough and
allowed to stand for 15 min. After solvent evaporation, the film was
compressed to 38 mN/m. Monolayers of DMPE were deposited
onto the two mica surfaces, which were glued to two cylindrically
curved glass lenses beforehand. After the first deposition, the DMPE
surfaces were dried in a clean air stream for 15 min. Meanwhile,

a chloroform solution of a lipid mixture containing DSPE and DSPE-
PEG of various proportions was spread at the water-air interface.
After 15 min, the monolayer of the lipid mixture was transferred at
a constant surface pressure (38, 39, and 40 mN/m for 0.3%, 1.5%,
and 3% DSPE-PEG, respectively), onto the hydrophobic DMPE
surfaces and was kept to stay inside the subphase.

After the Langmuir-Blodgett deposition, the two glass lenses
that supported the lipid bilayer were carefully transferred into two
small beakers under water. The beakers were then transferred into
the SFA chamber prefilled with degassed KCl solution of various
concentrations, and the lenses were mounted into the apparatus.

Surface Force Measurements.Force measurements were carried
out on a SFA similar to the Israelachvili design.21The SFA technique
measures the force between thin films confined to the surfaces of
two crossed-cylindrical lenses as a function of their separation
distance. The intersurface distance,D, is measured by multiple beam
interferometry with a resolution of 1 Å.22The force is obtained from
the deflection of a leaf spring that supports one of the cylindrical
lenses and then normalized by the mean radius of curvature of the
two cylinders, which leads toF(D)/R, with a resolution of 0.1 mN/
m.

The normalized force between the two surfaces,F(D)/R, is related
to the corresponding interaction free energy per unit area,E(D), by
the Derjaguin Approximation (eq 7). This relationship holds when
the separation distanceD , R. The net force obtained from the SFA
measurements is the total force integrated over the whole contact
area between the two surfaces (around 100µm2) and therefore
represents the interaction free energy of all of molecules at the contact
area (about 105-106 PEG chains). All measurements were carried
out at 23°C with the two surfaces immersed in a KCl aqueous
solution using a spring with a stiffness of 130 N/m.

Definition of the Intersurface Separation Distance,d. In all
measured force-distance profiles (F(d) versusd presented in this
paper, the distance,d, refers to the separation between the surfaces
of the two opposite bilayers that carry the PEG chains (Figure 3).

The bilayer separation,d, was determined in two steps. In the first
step, we obtained the force curvesF(D) versusD, whereD refers
to the separation between the two hydrophobic DMPE surfaces and
was determined by using the contact data of two DMPE surface in
hydrophobic contact. Such contact data were obtained by draining
the liquid from the apparatus in the end of each experiment, so that
the outer lipid monolayer and the PEG chains would be removed
from the DMPE surface, and the two hydrophobic DMPE surfaces
were brought in contact. As illustrated in Figure 3,D ) d + 2TDSPE,
whereTDSPE refers to the thickness of the outer DSPE monolayer
layer.TDSPEwas found to be 28 Å.4 Hence,d ) D - 56 Å was used
in the second step to calculated andF(d) versusd profiles were
obtained.

(28) Pincet, F.; Perez, E.; Bryant, G.; Lebeau, L.; Mioskowski, C. Specific
forces between DNA bases.Mod. Phys. Lett. B1996, 10 (3-5), 81-99.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the PEG layer incorporated in a bilayer structure. The bilayer consists of a DMPE inner monolayer
that anchors on the surface of mica and an outer monolayer containing a mixture of DSPE and DSPE-PEG. Contact data were measured
when the two DMPE monolayers were brought into hydrophobic contact, whereD ) 0. d refers to the distance between the surfaces of the
two bilayers which confine the end-tethered PEG layers.
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Results and Discussion

Figure 4 shows the force profiles of PEG chains in three
different concentrations (0.3%, 1.5%, and 3%) in water with
various KCl concentrations. At each PEG concentration, force
curves from several approach/separation cycles were presented
and they showed little hysteresis in different cycles, which
suggests that the equilibrium behavior was measured. The force
profiles in Figure 4 contain both the short-ranged steric repulsion
and long-ranged electrostatic repulsion. The steric repulsion arises
from the confinement of the PEG chains and is steep at shorter
distance. Because of the disassociation of ammonium ions from
DSPE-PEG45, a counterion cloud is formed. The extension of
such counterion cloud away from the surface-tethered PEG chains
leads to the electrical double-layer interaction, and this elec-
trostatic repulsion extends several hundred angstroms.

In order to test the validity of eqs 9 and 12, it is necessary
to remove the repulsive electrostatic interaction from these
measured force profiles and to compare only the steric part to
the theoretical expressions. To do that, we fit the asymptotic
parts of the measured force profiles with the theoretical double-
layer repulsion. For simplification, we assume that the electrical
double-layer force can be approximated by an exponentially
decaying potential. This assumption is reasonable because the
electrostatic interaction is attributed to the disassociation of the
ammonium ions from DSPE-PEG45, and as the concentration of
DSPE-PEG45 is quite small, the resulting surface potential and
surface charge density are both sufficiently low. The best fits of
the electrostatic interaction of the three PEG45 layers curves are
displayed in Figure 4, and the corresponding parameters are
listed in Table 1. The agreement between the experimental decay

lengths and the theoretical Debye lengths validates the fit of the
electrostatic double-layer force.

Using the parameters in Table 1, we are able to subtract the
electrostatic interaction parts from the experimental force profiles
to obtain the steric interaction that is caused only by the
confinement of PEG chains. The resulting force curves of three
different PEG coverages are shown in Figure 5. The force profiles
in Figure 5 represent the interactions of grafted PEG chains
versus distance when they were brought toward each other. As
expected, the interaction range extends to larger distance as the
grafting density of the PEG chains increases.

PEG adopts a distorted helical coil structure in the crystalline
state.29 In dilute aqueous solution, the helical form of PEG is
largely lost and a random coil configuration is adopted.30,31The
theoretical Flory radius of PEG,RF, can be calculated fromRF

(29) Bailey, F. E., Jr.; Koleske, J. V.Poly(ethylene oxide); Academic Press:
New York, 1976.

(30) Maxfield, J.; Shepherd, I. W. Conformation of Poly(Ethylene Oxide) in
Solid-State, Melt and Solution Measured by Raman-Scattering.Polymer1975,
16 (7), 505-509.

(31) Thiyagarajan, P.; Chaiko, D. J.; Hjelm, R. P. A Neutron-Scattering Study
of Poly(Ethylene Glycol) in Electrolyte-Solutions.Macromolecules1995,28(23),
7730-7736.

Figure 4. Measured interaction forces versus distance profiles on a semilog plot as a function of the surface coverage of PEG: forces between
two bilayers containing 0.3% DSPE-PEG45 with 6 mM KCl (squares); forces between two bilayers containing 1.5% DSPE-PEG45 with 1
mM KCl (triangles); and forces between two bilayers containing 3.0% DSPE-PEG45 with 0.1 mM KCl (circles). All experiments were
performed at 23°C using a 130 N/m leaf spring. For each surface coverage, the data from several approach/separation cycles are included
in the plot. The zero distance,d ) 0, is defined as the contact between the two bilayer surfaces in the absence of any polymer (see Figure
3). The reason for using various KCl concentrations is to check the role of the electrostatic interaction. The measured force profiles contain
both short-ranged steric repulsion and electrical double-layer interactions that extend several hundred angstroms away from the polymer.
The solid lines are the theoretical fits of the long-ranged electrostatic repulsion for each PEG surface coverage, by assuming the electrostatic
double-layer forces can be approximated by an exponentially potential. The parameters obtained from the fits are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the Electrostatic Interaction between the
DSPE-PEG45 Bilayers

parameters obtained
from the fits of the

electrostatic interactionDSPE-PEG
concentration

in lipid mixture

KCl concn
in bulk

solution (mM)
Debye

length (Å)
decay

length (Å)
prefactors
(104N/m2)

0.30% 6 39.2 38.0 819.9
1.5% 1 96.1 97.1 385.9
3% 0.1 304 303 358.6
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) lN3/5, whereN is the number of repeating unit.32,33The radius
of gyration,Rg, can be obtained by using the relationship,RF

2 )
6Rg

2. Hence,RF andRg for PEG45are 35 and 14.3 Å, respectively.
The solid lines in Figure 5 are exponential fits of the linear

regimes of the measured interaction forces of the polymer layers
at three different surface densities. The range of distances over
which the fits were obtained needs to be carefully chosen. We
decided to fit the experimental curves over an interval of distances
centered on 3.5Rg which is a value that belongs to the range
where both eqs 9 and 12 hold. Then, we extended it over the data
points that were following a linear regime, roughly from 20 to
75 Å for all polymer surface densities. The agreement between
the fits and the experimental data confirms that the force profiles
in the mushroom regime can be approximated by an exponential
function of distanced for any surface coverage. The decay lengths
from the fits are listed in Table 2. The surface densities of PEG

are calculated from the prefactors of the exponential fits by using
eqs 9 and 12, and the result is also shown in Table 2.

The PEG layers were prepared by using the Langmuir-
Blodgett deposition with controlled DSPE-PEG concentration
in the lipid mixture, thus the surface densities of the PEG on the
bilayer can be determined through the known parameters in the
deposition. From the data listed in Table 2, one can find that for
all three PEG coverages, the densities calculated from the fits
of the SFA force profiles agree well with the surface densities
determined from Langmuir-Blodgett deposition. This agreement
verifies the assumption that the prefactor of the exponential
function, 144πΓkT, holds over the entire density range of the
mushroom regime. It also justifies the use of the constant prefactor
to estimate the density of grafted polymer layers in the mushroom
regime.

According to the approximation from eqs 9 and 12, the decay
length is 8.3 Å ()Rg/x3) for interdigitated mushrooms and 16.5
Å ()2Rg/x3) for vertically contacting mushrooms. The decay
lengths obtained from the fits to the SFA force curves are 9 Å
for 0.3% PEG coverage, 12 Å for 1.5% PEG coverage, and 17
Å for 3% PEG coverage. These experimental decay lengths are

(32) Kenworthy, A. K.; Hristova, K.; Needham, D.; Mcintosh, T. J. Range and
Magnitude of the Steric Pressure between Bilayers Containing Phospholipids,
with Covalently Attached Poly(Ethylene Glycol).Biophys. J.1995,68(5), 1921-
1936.

(33) Bianco-Peled, H.; Dori, Y.; Schneider, J.; Sung, L. P.; Satija, S.; Tirrell,
M. Structural study of langmuir monolayers containing lipidated poly(ethylene
glycol) and peptides.Langmuir2001, 17 (22), 6931-6937.

Figure 5. Steric interaction forces of end-tethered polymer chains versus distance on a semilog plot as a function of the surface coverage
of PEG: forces between two bilayers containing 0.3% DSPE-PEG45 (squares); forces between two bilayers containing 1.5% DSPE-PEG45
(triangles); and forces between two bilayers containing 3.0% DSPE-PEG45 (circles). The force profiles were obtained by subtracting the
long-ranged electrostatic double-layer forces from the measured profiles in Figure 4, using the corresponding parameters in Table 1. The
solid lines are exponential fits to the steric interaction forces between the two polymer layers for three different PEG surface coverages. The
agreement between the fits and the experimental data shows that the interaction between PEG mushroom layers can be well described by
eqs 9 and 12. The prefactors and decay lengths obtained from the fits are compared with eqs 9 and 12, and the results are listed in Table
2.

Table 2. Decay Length and Density Obtained from the Exponential Fits of the Steric Interaction of PEG Chains

Density determined by
Langmuir-Blodgett deposition

parameters obtained from the
fits of the steric interaction

DSPE-PEG concn
in lipid mixture

surface area divided
by the number of

PEG chains (Å2/chain)
PEG density
(chains/ Å2)

decay
length (Å)

PEG density
(chains/ Å2)

error of density
estimated using

the approximation

0.30% 1.43× 104 7.0× 10-5 9a 7.2× 10-5 3.3%
1.5% 2.9× 103 3.5× 10-4 12 3.4× 10-4 -2.0%
3% 1.43× 103 7.0× 10-4 17b 6.6× 10-4 -5.3%

a Close to the predicted value ofRg/x3 ) 8.3 Å. b Close to the predicted value of 2Rg/x3 ) 16.5 Å.
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well located in the range predicted by the free energy ap-
proximation.

The boundary between the polymer brush and the mushroom
structure is usually determined by comparing the average distance

between neighboring chains on the surface,s ) 1/xΓ, with the
Flory radius of the polymer,RF. In the mushroom regime,s >
RF. When the coverage of PEG on the bilayer is 0.3%,s is about
120 Å, which is much larger thanRF (orx6Rg) of PEG45. At this
low density the two opposing PEG layers adopt an interdigitated
configuration and have no chance to contact each other when
they are brought together, and the decay length of the steric
interaction is close toRg/x3. In contrast, when the coverage of
PEG is 3%, the average distance between neighboring PEG chains
is 38 Å, which is close tox6Rg. Hence, when the two surfaces
approach, the polymer mushrooms are brought to be in contact
with each other at the normal direction and the steric interaction
has larger decay length, which is close to 2Rg/x3. At interme-
diate coverage such as 1.5%, the decay length is 12 Å, indicating
that the configuration of the two compressed PEG layers is
between full interdigitation and complete top-to-top contact.

When there is no lateral overlap between neighboring polymer
chains (s > RF), the dimension of the PEG chain on the surface
is determined byRF (or Rg) and remains constant ifRg is not
changed. In the mushroom regime, the average surface area per
chain (surface area averaged by the number of chains),A, is
bigger than the dimension of a single mushroom, which leads
to the different contact configurations when two mushroom layers
approach each other and, hence, the variation in the decay length
of the steric interaction forces. To investigate this relationship,
we plot normalized decay length,x3de/Rg, versus the normal-
ized surface area,A/(6Rg

2), wherede is the decay length obtained
from the exponential free energy fit to the experimental force
profiles (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Normalized decay length (de) versus normalized surface
area per chain (A), wherede is the decay length obtained from the
exponential free energy fit to the experimental force profiles andA
is defined as surface area averaged by the number of chains. The
solid line is an approximation of the experimental curve:x3de/Rg
) 1 + exp((1- A/6Rg)/1.77). The dashed line shows the boundary
between the brush regime and the mushroom regime.

Figure 7. Measured interaction forces versus distance profiles between different PtBS-NaPSS copolymer layers tethered to the surfaces
of mica by one end: (A) forces between two tethered PtBS15-NaPSS438polyelectrolyte layers with 300 mM added NaCl; (B) forces between
two tethered PtBS27-NaPSS747 polyelectrolyte layers with 300 mM added NaNO3; and (C) forces between two tethered PtBS54-NaPSS879
polyelectrolyte layers with 300 mM added NaCl. The force profiles were adopted from ref 11. At high salt concentrations, the electrostatic
interaction was screened and the polyelectrolyte layers behaved essentially like a neutral polymer layer. The measured force profiles represent
the steric interaction between polymer chains. The solid lines are exponential fits to such steric interaction forces for different PtBS-NaPSS
layers. The agreement between the fits and the experimental data shows that the interaction between PtBS-NaPSS mushroom layers can
be well described by eqs 9 and 12. The polymer densities obtained from the fits are compared with eqs 9 and 12, and the results are listed
in Table 3.
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The plot shows thatde decreases asA increases, and is well
approximated by:x3de/Rg ) 1 + exp(1 - A/6Rg

2/1.77). As
expected, this expression givesde ) 2Rg/x3 whenA ) 6Rg

2

(transition between the brush regime and the mushroom regime)
andde ) Rg/x3 whenA goes to infinity (very dilute mushroom
regime).

Another experimental study we used to compare with the free
energy equation is from a paper by Li et al.11 In this study the
authors investigated the structures of layers of amphiphilic diblock
copolymers of poly(t-butyl styrene)-poly(styrene sulfonate)
(PtBS-PSS) end-adsorbed to the bare mica surface. A mush-
roomlike structure with very little intermolecular stretching was
formed. At high salt concentrations, i.e., 0.3 M NaCl or NaNO3,
the electrostatic interaction was screened and the polyelectrolyte
layers behaved essentially like a neutral polymer layer, which
enables us to compare the surface force profiles in those
experiments with eqs 9 and 12 and, hence, check the validity of
the mushroom free energy approximation. The results given in
Figure 7 show that the equation fits nicely with the force curves
of tethered polyelectrolyte mushroom layers of different molecular
weights at high salt concentrations. The surface densities are
obtained from these fits and the results are summarized in Table
3. For all the PtBS-NaPSS polyelectrolytes mushroom layers,
the densities obtained from the mushroom fits are in good
agreement with the values reported in the original paper, which
was acquired by using the SFA dry-layer measurements, and the
differences are within(10%. This good agreement demonstrates
that it is appropriate to use the mushroom free energy fit to
obtain the local polymer density.

Conclusion

Polymer chains adopt mushroom structures when they are
grafted to a surface by one end at a low density so that the
neighboring chains do not overlap each other laterally. The free
energy of a single chain in the mushroom configuration, when

confined between two planar surfaces at separationd, was
described by Dolan and Edwards18 previously, and could be
further approximated by a simple exponentially decaying potential
E ) 36kT exp( - x3d/Rg).

In most SFA experiments on end-tethered polymer mushrooms,
two identical layers are brought together and compressed to a
certain extent. Depending on density, the two approaching
mushroom layers may interdigitate or contact each other in the
normal direction. The free energy involved in this process can
be derived by utilizing the exponential free energy approximation
of a single chain and then related to the measured force profiles
in surface force experiments. Thus, the experimental force profiles
can be modeled by the equationF/R ) 144πΓkT exp(-d/de),
wherede is the decay length and varies fromRg/x3 to 2Rg/x3
depending on the density of the polymer mushrooms. Experiments
with PEG incorporated in lipid bilayers verify that the measured
force profiles are well described by this free energy approximation,
and both the decay length and the density predicted by this
equation agree with actual values. Therefore, this approximation
provides a practical way to measure the local surface density of
the anchored polymer chains. A variety of techniques, such as
surface plasmon resonance34,35 and ellipsometry,7,36 have been
used to measure the density of organic thin films on substrates;
however, these techniques usually give a global density averaged
over the entire surface of the substrate. For surfaces with
inhomogeneous distribution, it has been a real challenge to
precisely measure the local density at an area of about 100µm2.
The approach presented here offers a feasible way to obtain the
local surface density of the interacting polymers which are exactly
located at the contact position used in the SFA measurements
by fitting the force curves with an exponential decay profile.
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Table 3. Comparison between the Densities Reported in
Reference 11 and Obtained from the Exponential Fits of the

Steric Interaction of Polyelectrolyte Chains

polymers

density
reported
in ref 11

(chains/ Å2)

density obtained
from the fits
of the steric
interaction
(chains/ Å2)

error of density
estimated
using the

approximation

PtBS54-NaPSS879 2.3× 10-5 2.5× 10-5 8.0%
PtBS27-NaPSS747 2.8× 10-5 2.6× 10-5 -7.7%
PtBS15-NaPSS438 6.3× 10-5 6.9× 10-5 8.7%
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